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PREFACE


With the publication of Managing emerging Risk, the Capstone of 
Preparedness in 2011 by CRC Press, my publisher and I set out to deeply 
consider the notion of risk and what constitutes a risk assessment. In 
that volume we explored the complexities and wild variance found in 
what passes for many risk assessments today. We developed scenarios 
to introduce the reader to areas of critical thinking around probabil-
ity and possibility, and ultimately proscribed a method that evoked 
an admixture of data-driven risk modeling and structured narrative 
around new risk. 

Amazingly, in the six months after Managing emerging Risk was pub-
lished, many of the scenarios came true, and other, more menacing risks 
emerged. The publisher and I agreed that the volume was a timely and impor-
tant piece of literature in the ever-changing field of emergency management. 

This volume, Catastrophic Impact and Loss, is the second stone to be 
laid in a path toward a more mindful practice of emergency management, 
with a focus on the impacts caused by risk. Unlike risks, which are hard-
to-quantify future events, impacts can be measured, and this book illus-
trates a complete approach to doing so. While we can only wonder to what 
standard our industry will ultimately hold impact assessments, it is safe 
to say that, until now, there has been no such material presented that so 
completely considers what it means to understand impacts. 

The reader should consider this volume with its sister book, Managing 
emerging Risk, to truly understand the twin capstones of our work as 
emergency managers; to prepare for risk both probable and possible; and 
to understand impacts that are utterly knowable. 
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CAtAstRoPhIC IMPACt AnD Loss 

1.1 KEY TERMS 

Risk 1.3 
Impact 1.3 
Risk assessment(s) 1.3 
Impact assessment(s) 1.3 
Disaster halo effect 1.3 
Loss of value 1.3 
The digital age 1.4 
The information age 1.4 
The industrial age 1.4 
Fordism 1.4 
Taylorism 1.4 
Postmodernism 1.4 
Viral 1.4 
GPS 1.4 
EFT 1.4 
Telemetry 1.4 
Fundamental flaw 1.4 
Evolution of impacts 1.4 
Globalization 1.4 
Curator 1.6 
Wabi-sabi 1.6 
Ephemera 1.6 
Cabinets of curiosity 1.6 
Ikebana 1.6 
Kunstkammer 1.6 
Taxonomies 1.6 
Thesauri 1.6 
Nostalgia 1.6 
Uncanny 1.6 

1.2 OBJECTIVES 

After reading this chapter you will be able to: 

1. Describe the difference between a risk assessment and an impact 
assessment. 
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2. Discuss how the current period in which we practice has given 
rise to a new set of circumstances in the area of impact assess-
ments and the unique challenges these changes present. 

3. Illustrate an understanding of the fundamental flaw in our cur-
rent approach to impact assessments and provide examples of 
specific factors that quantify the underlying problem. 

4. Provide an example of the evolution of impacts as they have man-
ifested themselves in today’s practice of impact assessments. 

5. Discuss how looking back at similar times of change in history 
can yield clues for critical thinking and exploration to the way in 
which impact assessments could be conducted looking forward. 

1.3 OVERVIEW: RISK AND IMPACTS 

This is not a textbook about risk. Risks are both probable and possible 
threats and hazards that place what is valued in harm’s way. This is a 
textbook about impacts. Impacts are best understood as that which will 
be lost or damaged as a result of a risk manifesting itself. The two terms 
are easily confused and often mistakenly taken to mean the same thing. 
However, the important difference between the two is that risks can be 
estimated based on probability or projected as scenarios based on pos-
sibility, whereas impacts can be enumerated as value lost, capacity lost, 
capability lost, or other values that are not probability based at all—we 
can estimate impacts much more accurately than risks because impacts 
are not enumerated based on what might be in harm’s way; impacts are, 
when well analyzed, enumerated on what will be in harm’s way. 

Simply put, to consider risk is to consider what might bring us harm, 
whereas considering impacts brings into focus what will be in harm’s way. 
Risk is best understood in terms of probability and possibility. Impacts 
are best understood in terms of actuality and fact. 

Given this understanding, it is important to differentiate between a 
risk assessment and an impact assessment (Figure 1.1). 

Risk, according to Merriam-Webster, is: 

1. The possibility of loss or injury (peril), 
2. Someone or something that creates or suggests a hazard, 
3.	 The chance of loss, or the perils to the subject matter of an insur-

ance contract; also, the degree of probability of such a loss.1 

3
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Figure 1.1 Key concepts in this chapter include understanding the difference 
between risk and impact studies and a discussion regarding the broader context 
of impacts in our field. 

As understood and managed in the fields of business continu-
ity, emergency management, and counterterrorism, risk is most readily 
expressed as “someone or something that creates or suggests a hazard.” 
The emphasis on something or someone posing a hazard is a definitive ele-
ment across the three professional fields and is most often captured in the 
work product referred to in our profession as a risk assessment. Threats 
and hazards are estimated in a risk assessment, e.g., computer hardware 
outages to the catastrophic possibilities of tornados and terror attacks. 
Risk assessments are often completed by building scenarios2 and creating 
risk assessments that inform stakeholders about the threats and hazards that 
put their organizations at risk. 

Impact assessments are entirely different in that they inform our 
stakeholders about what goods, persons, or other important items are 
in harm’s way. Neither a risk assessment nor an impact assessment is a 
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disaster recovery plan (DRP), business continuity plan (BCP), or an emer-
gency response plan (ERP). 

* * * 

A risk assessment tells us what might cause harm, and an impact assess-
ment tells us what would be damaged, destroyed, or otherwise lost, as a 
result. 

* * * 

To be at risk is to be in harm’s way. A risk assessment expresses what 
will bring our constituents and us harm. Impact assessments inform us about 
what is in harm’s way and what is at risk of being damaged or lost. There are 
many possible imagined and unimagined risks that threaten our organi-
zations, communities, and nations. There are also many ways to evaluate 
the people, processes, properties, and perceptions that are in harm’s way 
and how they can be impacted by the manifestation of risk. 

Impacts are much more realistic manifestations of threats than the 
notion of risks. While risks may or may not materialize, once they do, 
the reality of the impacts (however we have calculated them in an impact 
analysis) become very real. Any professional who has assessed the impact 
of a pandemic, pathogen-based attack knows that this work is much more 
specific than any imagined risk. The work of an impact assessment in this 
area moves from the abstract to a specific reality. 

To elaborate on the example just given, working on an impact assess-
ment for a pandemic or pathogen-based attack brings several vague con-
cepts into sharp focus: the closure of schools, the near-immediate surge on 
medical facilities and hospitals, the gruesome task of separating a healthy 
parent from the family to care for an infected child, the red tagging of 
homes and mandatory quarantines, and ultimately the massive loss of 
life. The impact assessment shifts abstract ideas from the risk assessment 
into real impacts. As professionals these are the hard truths and inescap-
able impacts we must consider when discussing them (Figure 1.2). 

* * * 

In short, to conduct an impact assessment is to consider the profanity of 
havoc. The job at hand requires professionals who are able to objectively 
measure what happens when objects degrade from order and fall into 
chaos—even when required to do so under duress! 

* * * 
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Figure 1.2 The differences between risks and impacts are not apparent, as this 
photo illustrates. A baby playing with an electrical outlet has a risk of being 
injured. However, to what degree, if any, would those impacts be felt? 

Managing emerging Risk, written by this author in 2011, was about the 
current world of risk and the necessity to change our methods in order 
to predict postmodern risks, thereby providing more valuable and true-
to-life risk assessments. In that textbook, the term disaster halo effect is 
introduced to clarify the knotty problem of one manifested risk creating 
another manifested risk. The disaster halo effect is “the recognition that 
modern threats exhibit more than one ‘event’ and multiple outcomes that 
can be emergent or evolving.”3 The disaster halo effect establishes that an 
earthquake (one risk) leading to a tsunami (another risk) is not an impact— 
it is part of a larger disaster halo effect. The tsunami striking another 
island is still not an impact; again, this event is part of the larger disaster halo 
effect. 

To understand impacts is to understand what damage was done 
(not what caused it) as a result of all the events within the disaster halo. 
Therefore, the economic loss, damage to environment, and loss of life 
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resulting from the tsunami would be impacts of the tsunami, with impacts 
from the earthquake being enumerated separately, while all being part of 
the larger disaster halo event. 

1.3.1 Why Risk Assessments and Impact 
Assessments Are Different 

This book is about understanding what is truly in harm’s way, to what 
degree, and creating a means of providing a more accurate impact assess-
ment. An impact assessment is a key program deliverable that informs our 
objectives and shapes our practice, based on understanding the common 
values and goods at risk belonging to our stakeholders. Risk assessments 
are only the first part of understanding potential terror attacks and disas-
ters; impact assessments are the other half of that equation, i.e., under-
standing the impacts that stem from those events. Taken together, the risk 
assessment and the impact assessment are the foundations for building a sound 
response program. If both of these deliverables are not completed, we have 
only done half of our job, and we could well be starting off our programs 
on the wrong footing, leaving us unbalanced and ultimately, unprepared. 

People, processes, property, and perceptions are the common values 
and goods that are in harm’s way. These values and goods can be treated 
as assets and enumerated based on geographical location, value, and den-
sity. Inaccurate understanding of impacts can misinform the response 
effort and unhinge the objectives of any business continuity, emergency 
management, or counterterrorism planning effort that is undertaken once 
risks and impacts are understood. 

* * * 

In the fields of business continuity, emergency management, and counter-
terrorism the objectives influenced by an impact assessment may be very 
different from one field of practice to the other. 

* * * 

However, to be clear: 

1. A risk assessment calculates and establishes probable and pos-
sible scenarios and rates them based on likelihood. 

2. An impact assessment gathers data about the valued people, pro-
cesses, technologies, and other goods in harm’s way and ranks 
them based on importance or criticality. 
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1.3.2 Approaching the Impact Assessment 

While it is often assumed that the current approaches to impact assess-
ments are effective, reflection on recent catastrophic events (both man-
made and natural) reveals that our current practice in these fields should 
be critically examined with an eye toward improvement. Recent events, 
such as the Amazon cloud computing data center outage of April 21, 2011; 
the Japanese earthquake on March 11, 2011; and the attempted assassi-
nation of Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords by Jared Lee Loughner on 
January 8, 2011, have invigorated the national conversation, as well as our 
professional dialogue, regarding impact assessments due to the scale and 
scope of impacts felt from these catastrophes. 

The nature of impact has evolved across the practices of emergency 
management— from private sector business continuity planning, to infor-
mation technology disaster recovery planning, to public sector emergency 
response planning and counterterrorism. The original goals of scenario 
planning and the historical roots of our profession were to protect share-
holder value. Today, there is no question that we have progressed from 
simply measuring potential financial, brand, or compliance impacts, or 
loss of life, injury, and property damage impacts, to giving consideration 
to a much wider array of impacts. 

Not understanding impacts creates a gap in the response planning 
process that leads to the potential for impacts that were not even considered 
as part of the original plan preparation process. 

We are charged with stewarding our profession toward better lev-
els of performance, inclusive of the challenges we face. This requires 
critical thinking, critique, and an honest measure of our past results. 
In turn, it also requires that each of us, on our own terms and under 
the consideration of our current constraints and willingness, choose to 
move our thinking forward, consider future changes to the current form 
of standard practice, and implement new ideas. This book proposes evo-
lutionary ideas and concepts for the reader’s consideration. Meanwhile, 
the rapid change surrounding the dynamics of risks and impacts sol-
diers on. 

* * * 

Ignoring that impacts have evolved is to put our head in the sand and 
ignore that the world has changed around us, and that our practice must 
evolve with it. 

* * * 
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When we accept that a comprehensive impact assessment captures 
our objectives, we must then confront the notion that our objectives may 
be very different now than they were 20 years, or even 2 years, ago. In this 
chapter we will consider some of the evolutionary changes we’ve seen in 
impacts and the drivers behind them. 

The key lesson of this chapter is that the impact assessment is an 
essential piece of information that informs our objectives and shapes 
our practice. Tragically, the real cost of a catastrophe is often underesti-
mated. The value of what is in harm’s way has evolved, and while busi-
ness continuity, emergency management, and counterterrorism may 
have different roles, professional practice in these fields should reflect 
this evolution. 

Impact assessments are one of the most challenging tasks of intellec-
tual analysis in our field. They ask professionals in business continuity, 
disaster recovery, emergency management, and counterterrorism to con-
front realities that are often beyond their control and scope of knowledge, 
including how an organization functions, what value it places on varied 
outputs it creates, and how those valuable outputs might be impacted 
by a disaster or terror attack. Loss of value is the comparative object at 
risk, or in harm’s way. These impacts can affect finances, brand, and cus-
tomer relationships. In emergency management and counterterrorism, an 
impact assessment measures impacts as serious as mortality rates, mas-
sive financial losses, and even the complete loss of governmental control. 

Few professionals in these fields lose sleep over the risk assessments 
we conduct. Most practitioners have grown accustomed to considering 
the potential and possible risks that might manifest themselves should a 
disaster or terror attack occur. Most practitioners and professionals have 
come to understand there are risks that we can calculate based on prob-
ability and those that can only be understood in terms of their possibility. 
It is important to note that what might keep us up at night is not wonder-
ing if we are properly calculating the risks that constantly evolve in a dif-
ficult and ever-changing field. What might keep us up at night is if we are 
calculating the impacts incorrectly. 

1.4 THE EVOLUTION OF IMPACTS 

In order to better understand the modern impact assessment, we must 
consider the context in which many public and private enterprises now 
operate. This context is referred to as the digital age or the information 
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Figure 1.3 With advances in technology over the last century, our business 
models have changed as we shift from the industrial age to the digital age. 

age, which is the notion that we now operate in a period in which the pri-
mary output of the enterprise or organization is information and services. 
This is a considerable change to the industrial and enterprise outputs of 
the industrial age, in which the primary item of output of the organiza-
tion was a physical product (Figure 1.3). 

The digital age includes the concepts of labor distribution, the glo-
balization of the supply and distribution chains, a growth in emerging 
markets, outsourcing, and a variety of other permutations of new pri-
vate and public policies purpose-built for these new realities. In addi-
tion, business, and perhaps life itself, seems to have accelerated with 
the arrival of the digital age, with real-time reportage, global communi-
cations networks, a deeper interdependency between trading and cash 
systems, and the overarching monetary policies and governance that 
guides them. 

The terms Fordism and Taylorism refer to managerial and opera-
tional systems that had a high degree of local focus and brought raw 
materials through the front of a factory, with workers delivering finished 
products at the end of a manufacturing line. Fordism, named after Henry 
Ford, and Taylorism, named after Frederick W. Taylor (a scientist who 
focused on synthesized workflows), informed much of the thinking of 
the industrial age. In both models of factory management, worker output 
was designed and integrated in highly localized forms, managed by “the 
numbers,” and optimized for rapid manufacturing of products and their 
delivery through a factory. 
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Today, parts, materials, talent, information, and craftsmanship come 
to most organizations from all over the world with the “digital superhigh-
way” of the Internet and private networks enabling the management of 
vast, globalized supply chains and the delivery of highly skilled knowl-
edge work (such as product design, innovation, and management) to low-
skilled workers, often to be made in countries other than the ultimate 
country of consumption. The life cycle of a product today can start as 
design and prototyping in the United States and be outsourced to any 
number of companies for refinement and sample creation, delivered in 
pieces to China or India for manufacture, and finally packaged and deliv-
ered to the end consumers back in the United States. 

This complex system of management, design, and output is rap-
idly becoming the norm in U.S. organizations—and not only in busi-
ness. Much of the public sector now relies on foreign computer chips, 
internationally networked systems, and even celestial information from 
satellites to operate and deliver public safety and counterterrorism 
capabilities. This highlights the primary condition of the economy of 
the digital age, which is that every piece of the factory is now a global-
ized point of service rather than a localized process. The digital age 
is often described as exhibiting a cultural condition known as post-
modernism. To be postmodern is to be less tethered to location and 
more attached to time, context, and conditions that are fluid. One way 
to understand this shift is to consider a recent television commercial 
featuring a lemonade stand and the evolution of impacts that occurs as 
this small business grows. 

1.4.1 Susie’s Lemonade Stand 

Do you recall Verizon’s television commercials about Susie and her “lem-
onade empire”? The commercials were created by McCann Erickson for 
Verizon and went viral (spreading rapidly across many different media 
platforms) in 2011. In fact, they became so popular that the only known 
bottle of Susie’s Lemonade was auctioned on eBay in June 2009 for $162.504 

in support of Alex’s Lemonade Stand Foundation (all proceeds go to find 
a cure for children with cancer), and you could also find a Facebook page 
for Susie’s Lemonade. McCann Erickson knocked the marketing ball right 
out of the park with its campaign for Verizon by adding something to a 
technology advertisement that just couldn’t be beat—a kid with a dream. 

The commercials in this campaign worked on so many levels that 
there were over half a million write-ups and blog posts on the topic online, 
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and the print ad earned accolades from Adweek, calling the campaign 
“exceptional.”5 The commercial unleashed an arsenal of “cuteness” and 
cut to the core of the American dream, and it all started with the iconic 
lemonade stand. 

Originally airing in March 2011, the first commercial was a study 
in postmodern business growth. In just under a total of 60 seconds 
(two 30-second commercials) we watched Susie’s business explode into 
a complex network of machines and human interactions. Going beyond 
Verizon’s marketing, the cute kids, and the “feel good,” small-town appeal 
of the commercial, we found a business case for mobile business encap-
sulated within a wonderful business model. The first commercial was a 
30-second microcosm of any executive’s dreams of business expansion in 
the digital age. 

1.4.1.1 The First 30 Seconds 
Within 5 seconds Susie went from a bored little girl sitting at a quiet 
lemonade stand to a girl with a dream. Her dad handed her a cell phone 
and said, “Hey, Susie, why don’t you use this—it has a calculator.” The 
ad was a commercial ploy on how adults and kids see technology com-
pletely differently, and Susie delivered on her vision of just what the 
digital age had in store for her. Within 2 seconds, Susie was holding up 
the phone with a Global Positioning System (GPS) map of the neighbor-
hood and delegating the expansion of her lemonade stands to groups 
of her friends. Within the first 10 seconds Susie’s Lemonade Stand had 
gone from a stand-alone business to a technology-driven, multilocation 
retail organization with three locations and five or six employees; all of 
the workers in her organization depended on GPS to track their growth. 
By the 11th second, they were are all using a credit card reader attached 
to their phones to accept electronic payments through electronic funds 
transfers (EFTs). 

At one stand, the customer lines grew long. By the 13th second, Susie 
was using a tablet computer to present her future growth plans to a set 
of investors. Sales were charting up, “and that’s just the first quarter,” she 
said confidently. Apparently Susie got her seed capital, because at 17 sec-
onds she was video chatting on a wireless notebook with an architect who 
asked, “So you want a slide in your office?” Susie replied confidently, “Or 
monkey bars— either one.” Soon, Susie was buying a building and sup-
porting a notebook-driven, wireless enterprise. 

At the 21-second mark, Susie was marching through a warehouse, 
complete with forklifts and storage racks, conducting supply train 
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tracking of her inventory on a tablet. At 23 seconds, one of Susie’s friends 
from the beginning of the commercial was sporting a shirt and tie, a 
tablet, and a Bluetooth® earpiece. Susie’s dad came home and asked, 
“Where’s Susie?” The boy cocked an eyebrow and asked, “Is she expect-
ing you?” From the 25-second mark to the end, we see Susie, replete in 
her new business attire, standing in front of her house-turned-offices, 
with her lemonade delivery truck backing in. Looking at the camera, 
arms crossed with cell phone in hand, she was confidently staking her 
ground in the information age. 

Within Susie’s world a stand-alone business (the lemonade stand) 
acquired the following objects and systems in a mere 30 seconds: the 
phone, a GPS, credit card readers and EFT systems, tablet computers, 
Wi-Fi, and presentation software, an office, a notebook infrastructure, and 
video chatting, a warehouse, a supply chain management system, and a 
scheduling or calendaring system with unified communications capa-
bilities. Finally, Susie’s empire is in its first stage of growth with an office 
in place and delivery trucks doing their work. Of course this is only a 
commercial, but it did something very well—it tracked the postmodern 
growth of Susie’s business in microcosm. Considering this, what hap-
pened in the next 30 seconds is not at all surprising. 

1.4.1.2 The Second 30 Seconds 
In the first 5 seconds of the second commercial, Susie had a crisis; one of 
her vending machines was nearly out of lemonade! “There’s only one bottle 
left!” observed one of her diligent young employees. “I’ve gotta tell Susie!” 
and he’s off on his bike to warn her about a failure in the distribution sys-
tem. Back in her office, Susie was tracking her inventory on her tablet com-
puter (with her slide and monkey bars in full view); she was already aware 
of the shortage and had a warning on her screen. “The vending machine 
on Elm is almost empty,” she told an adult employee. “I’m on it, boss,” he 
replied, as kids bounced on a trampoline in the background. As an aside, 
when the adult moved away from Susie’s executive desk he noticed some-
thing, “New pony?” he asks Susie. Clearly, business was booming. 

Meanwhile, Susie’s (apparently loyal) young employee rode his bike 
as fast as he could through town to warn Susie of the shortage. Riding 
through a freshly laid sidewalk, he shouted, “Sorry!” to the construc-
tion workers, single-minded as he was on a mission. Meanwhile, having 
already addressed the problem, Susie moved on to her next appoint-
ment, announcing, “We are open for business!” as she cut the ribbon 
on her first retail store. Unknowingly, her loyal employee pressed on, 
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dodging through trees in a park to desperately get to Susie before the 
lemonade vending machine on Elm Street completely failed and was out 
of lemonade. Susie was still on the move, rerouting one of her trucks by 
asking a young employee in the warehouse to do a bit of work on the 
supply chain system on his notebook, “Let’s reroute Greg from Fresno,” 
she suggested. 

Twenty-one seconds into the commercial, Greg, an adult in a “Susie” 
uniform, was walking toward his next delivery with a Susie truck in 
the background when his phone beeped and he got a message. He did a 
quick, albeit disgruntled, U-turn to handle the inventory problem back at 
the vending machine. At 23 seconds, Susie’s loyal employee arrived at the 
warehouse on his dirty bike, disheveled and worn. “Susie! The vending 
machine….” Susie cut him off, “Already filled,” she said, verifying it on 
her tablet. 

From this simple act on Susie’s part we can deduce that she has added 
a USA Technologies telemetry system (telemetry involves tracking mer-
chandise and locating the nearest pickup and drop-off points for any 
given truck or delivery mechanism in the supply chain) and ePort cash-
less payment system (an electronic wireless cash card system) to her ever-
growing business. 

“Cool bike,” she told the exhausted boy in her warehouse as she left 
for her next conquest. The boy looked after her in stunned amazement, 
as if to say, “How does she do it?” The final shot in this 30-second spot 
showed Susie without any gadgets at all—she’s simply smiling and stand-
ing in front of her “Susie’s Lemonade” building complete with loading 
bays and trucks being filled. 

Within the second 30-second commercial, we find a Susie transformed. 
Her supply chain and payment systems have become fully integrated, she 
has unified communications, and she is using advanced telemetry and 
cashless payment systems. She has her office, adult employees, a ware-
house, and a fleet of trucks. All within 30 seconds. These two commer-
cials, when viewed back-to-back, show an encapsulated view of a rapidly 
growing business. Even if the reader extrapolates Susie’s business growth 
over 60 days, 120 days, or even a year—we can see how rapidly a thriving 
business can evolve in the digital age. 

Regardless of the length of time for a business to grow, this won-
derful commercial is a case study in postmodern business growth. It 
shows how a product (even one as simple as lemonade) can expand 
into a thriving enterprise and, as that happens, what changes occur 
in the technology landscape and Susie’s relationships. Notice how her 
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shareholders change from those few friends who helped her start her 
business to the investors and the technology partners she now has to 
satisfy. Notice how her supply chain grows from three lemonade stands 
to vending machines and retail stores supported by a warehouse and a 
fleet of trucks. Notice how her cash handling needs evolve from simple 
cash payments to EFT. 

If an impact analysis were conducted in the first 5 seconds of Susie’s 
enterprise, we would focus on the core of her business—lemons, sugar, 
water, her friends, and the stand. Within the first 30 seconds, that 
focus would expand to include multiple suppliers, a distribution chan-
nel, a fairly complex IT infrastructure, telemetry, and electronic funds 
transfers. It is important to note that we are not even mentioning her 
upstream and downstream partners and investors. If we were to revisit 
Susie in the next 30-second period, we would have to consider her retail 
operations, a now massive distribution system, just-in-time delivery, her 
scheduling system, her unified communications system, and perhaps a 
globalized system of suppliers. 

In fact, Susie’s rate of change can be plotted as a series of growth 
decisions along her business expansion that occur (in the commercials) 
at the rate of roughly one major change every 5 seconds. How many 
such changes happen in the businesses and organizations where profes-
sionals in the field are conducting impact assessments, and at what rate 
are those changes occurring? Most businesses have no idea. They have 
multiple growth-oriented projects that come to life and deliver value 
at different times. This is the most important lesson embedded in the 
microcosm so wonderfully envisioned by Verizon’s commercial—change 
enables growth. 

The commercials hold a potent message for the practitioners of busi-
ness continuity, disaster recovery, and emergency management as well: 
Growth adds objects and value that can only be captured as a snapshot 
in time. The postmodern business environment requires change, and 
with change comes a new dynamic in the impact analysis. If the change 
rate outpaces our impact analysis (and it always does) the work product 
of our analysis is only as good for as long as it takes the enterprise to 
grow. This may be in seconds or it may be in months, but one way or the 
other, the enterprise will change. At its best, an impact analysis can only 
serve as a snapshot in time unless it is constantly updated and kept rel-
evant. Frankly, very few businesses maintain a real-time view of potential 
impacts, and in the real world, even the best analysts in our field would 
have a hard time keeping up with Susie! 
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* * *


Just to be clear, the evolution of impacts demonstrated by Susie’s Lemonade 
Stand could be replaced with the real-world impact of another kind of 
organization, say, the manufacturer of a life-saving vaccine! 

* * * 

While Orange County has never suffered from impacts resulting 
from a lemonade stand disaster, imagine the impacts to America if all of 
the same technologies used to formulate, package, and deliver the lemon-
ade were instead being used to formulate, package, and deliver a vaccine 
during a health crisis. Even businesses such as private surveillance orga-
nizations, pharmaceutical companies, medical supply organizations, and 
emergency support provisions providers fit within the evolution of impact 
model demonstrated by Susie’s Lemonade Stand. 

1.4.2 A Fundamental Flaw 

A flaw results in a damaged product. There are basically two types of flaws: 

1. Design flaws 
2. Process flaws 

With respect to their individual impacts, design flaws trump process 
flaws by a wide margin; e.g., designing a plane with a fundamental safety 
flaw is much more serious than having a manufacturing process flaw in 
the building of the designed plane. There is a fundamental design flaw in 
the deliverable or work product called the impact assessment currently 
created in our field. 

A fundamental flaw in much of what passes for an impact analysis is 
the tendency to think small, which is contrary to the evolution of impacts 
based on the booming digital age and postmodernism. 

A set of problems and misgivings are embedded in this fundamen-
tal flaw: 

1. A failure to understand the breadth of suppliers, distributors, 
and upstream and downstream dependencies that the organiza-
tion values 

2. A failure to align with internal organizational values and external 
laws and regulations as appropriate to the organization’s indus-
try and location 
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3. A lack of usage of a larger order and taxonomy of impacts, as well 
as their deviations on the part of practitioners 

Using Susie’s business as an example, we can illustrate these as real 
problems and better understand the fundamental flaw this textbook will 
be addressing. 

1.4.2.1 Failure to Understand Breadth 
First, to consider the breadth of Susie’s organization and the impacts she 
might encounter if faced with a catastrophic disaster, we have to under-
stand that her organization has radically evolved from a single lemonade 
stand to an empire with multiple stakeholders, vendors, and upstream 
and downstream systems that have enabled her growth. The scope and 
breadth of impacts to her business could include the lemonade stand, as 
well as her friends, her network and computing partners, her community, 
and her stakeholders. In Susie’s example, the business moved from one 
with a very shallow impact capacity to one with a deep impact capacity 
in mere seconds. 

1.4.2.2 Failure to Align with Internal Organizational 
Values and External Laws and Regulations 

Second, as the lemonade stand business grew, new internal values and 
external laws and regulations would rapidly come into play. A stand-
alone lemonade stand is rarely regulated by anyone other than “Mom.” 
However, in our example above, the Securities and Exchange Commission 
(SEC) would be involved with Susie’s finances. The FDA would be involved 
with her now mainstream product. Mom and Dad are now replaced with 
investors and perhaps, unionized employees. Susie’s regulatory landscape 
has shifted with growth driven by information. 

1.4.2.3 A Lack of Larger Order and Taxonomy of 
Impacts as Well as Their Deviations 

Finally, the third problem is exhibited in Susie’s business by the admix-
ture of knowable, common objects, such as the early stakeholder boy who 
would ride his bike to Susie to communicate change and her automated 
response system that tracked inventory and found the nearest truck to 
replenish it. Here we are confronted with the standard “loyal employee” 
and the not-so-standard complex of digital and information-driven sys-
tems that may or may not be within Susie’s control. As these complexities 
arise in her business, some coexist with one other, some seem redundant, 
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and to be clear, all of them lack a common taxonomy or language by which 
we might categorize and enumerate them. 

Even as we approach the challenges of conducting meaningful impact 
assessments with an understanding that most impact analyses are too lim-
ited in their scope, if the impact assessment does not address the funda-
mental issues of the breadth of impact, alignment with values and laws, 
and a lack of a common taxonomy of impacts, there looms an even larger 
problem. 

1.4.3 A Larger Problem 

The fundamental flaw of impact assessments today is manifested in a 
set of larger symptoms that often accompany radical changes in markets 
and capital and cost models associated with the work of understanding 
impacts. With the digital age and globalization have come a host of new 
challenges and questions. Among them are questions of government pol-
icy, corporate stewardship, community, and global citizenry. While often 
viewed as lofty academic issues, these symptoms of change and change 
resistance have very real impact assessment influences outside of the 
sphere of academia. 

Most of the transitional periods between ages, such as that from the 
agrarian age to the industrial age, are accompanied by revolution. We had 
the industrial revolution and we are in the midst of the digital revolution. 
The larger challenge we face as practitioners conducting impact analy-
ses is that revolutions add turmoil on top of the already ground-shifting 
changes to the organizations and enterprises we serve. Historically, revo-
lutions embody public, private, and political upheaval as the means of 
production and the distribution of labor and wealth occur. The digital age 
is not unique in this manner. 

We live in an age of economic, military, and political change. Much of 
this change is driven by information and a widening global gap in equal-
ity as perceived by cultures as a result of these changes. While not all 
revolutions are in response to changes in monetary policy, political gover-
nance, and changes to the relationship between workers and production 
systems, many are. In 2010 and 2011 alone, the number and scope of revo-
lutions occurring worldwide is dramatic. 

As of this writing, there are several revolutions in their early 
stages, including: 

• The Egyptian revolution 
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